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1. INTRODUCTION
We are interested in the existence of 2?-periodic solutions to the non-
linear system of first-order functional differential equations of mixed type
x* (t)=Cx(t)+F(t, x(t+ } ))+ p(t) (1.1)
where the constant matrix C has at least one pair of purely imaginary
eigenvalues \im with m a positive integer, F is continuous, bounded, and
2?-periodic with respect to its first variable t, and p(t) is continuous and
2?-periodic.
A great deal of reseach has been devoted to the existence problems of
periodic solutions for nonlinear systems of first-order ordinary differential
equations at resonance that involve a small parameter (see Hale [1], Nagle
[2], and references therein). However, less is known for these problems
when a small parameter is not present. Some results have been obtained by
Cesari and Kannan [3] and Rouche and Mawhin [4].
Many results have also been obtained for the existence of periodic solu-
tions of some nonlinear systems whose nonlinearities satisfy so-called
LandesmanLazer conditions [5]. However, little is known in the case
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where the kernel of the linear part has dimension greater than one. Lazer
and Leach [6], Cesari [7], Nagle and Sinkala [9, 10] and authors Ma
et al. [11] have considered these problems when the linear part has a two
dimensional kernel. It is worth mentioning, Nagle and Sinkala [10] have
established an abstract existence theorem at resonance and have applied it
to the existence problem of 2?-periodic solutions for the nonlinear system
of first-order ordinary differential equation
x$=\ 0&1
1
0+ x+F(x)+ p(t). (1.2)
It has been proved in [10] that if the asymptotic limits F(\, \)=
limr, s  \ F(r, s) exist and either
&F1(+, &)&F1(&, &)+F1(&, +)+F1(+, +)&F2(+, &)+F2(&, &)
+F2(&, +)&F2(+, +)>2? | p |,
or
F1(+, &)&F1(&, &)&F1(&, +)+F1(+, +)&F2(+, &)&F2(&, &)
+F2(&, +)+F2(+, +)>2? | p |
holds, where
p =
1
2? |
2?
0 \
cos t
sin t
&sin t
cos t +\
p1(t)
p2(t)+ dt,
then Eq. (1.2) has at least one 2?-periodic solution.
To the best of our knowledge, we only find two papers in the literature
which deal with the case where the kernel of the linear part has a dimen-
sion greater than two. One of them is the paper by Nagle and Sinkala [10]
in which an example with a three-dimensional kernel is presented, and
another one is the paper by Schuur [8] where a fourth-order ordinary dif-
ferential equation is considered, the kernel of the linear part has dimension
four. When the kernel of the linear part has dimension greater than four,
it is not clear how to obtain some existence results for these problems by
using similar arguments as those used in [8, 10].
For some related topics, we also refer to [12, 13, 14] and references
therein.
The purpose of this paper is two-fold. In Section 2, we consider the
operator equation of the form
Lx=Nx,
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where L is a Fredholm mapping of index zero and N is L-completely con-
tinuous. By using Brouwer degree theory [15] and a continuation theorem
based on Mawhin’s coincidence degree theory [16, 17], we develop an
abstract existence theorem at resonance.
In the remainder of this paper, we also discuss the existence of 2?-peri-
odic solutions of some special forms of Eq. (1.1). As applications of the
abstract result obtained in Section 2, we obtain some sufficient conditions
for the existence of 2?-periodic solutions of Eq. (1.1), where the kernel of
the linear part has dimension N(N2).
In the case where N=2, our results generalize, improve, and unify the
works of Nagle and Sinkala [10]. In the case where N=3, 4, our results
are new. More importantly, as is pointed out in the last section, our
abstract existence theorem obtained in Section 2 can be applied to the
existence problem of periodic solutions to some nonlinear systems where
the kernel of the linear part has an arbitrary dimension N2.
2. AN ABSTRACT EXISTENCE THEOREM
Let X and Z be real normed spaces with respective norms & }&X and
& }&Z , and L: dom L/X  Z be a linear Fredholm mapping of index zero.
Let P be a continuous projection in X onto ker L, I&Q be a continuous
projection in Z onto Im L, and KP : Im L  dom L & ker P be the (unique)
pseudo-inverse of L associated to P in the sense that LKPz=z for all
z # Im L and PKP=0. Let J: Im Q  ker L be an isomorphism. In addition,
we assume that N: X  Z is L-completely continuous and that ( } , } ) is an
inner product on ker L.
In this section, we consider the operational equation
Lx=Nx. (2.1)
The following lemma is an easy consequence of Theorem 7.2 [17].
Lemma 2.1. Let 0 be a bounded open set in X and suppose the following
conditions hold:
(i) Lx{*Nx, for any (x, *) # (dom L & 0)_(0, 1);
(ii) QNx{0, for any x # ker L & 0;
(iii) Brouwer degree degB(JQN, 0 & ker L, 0){0.
Then Eq. (2.1) has at least one solution in dom L & 0 .
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Theorem 2.1. Assume that dim ker L2 and that there exist M>0, a
bounded open subset 00/ker L with 0 # 00 , and 00 a connected subset in
ker L, such that the following conditions hold:
(I) &KP(I&Q) Nx&XM, for all x # X;
(II) For any x # X with Px # 00 and &(I&P)x&X<M,
(JQNx, JQNx) >0; (2.2)
(III) There exists a continuous mapping ’: 0 0  ker L and a family of
continuous mappings ’i : ker L  ker L (i=1, 2, ..., N ) satisfying
(’i (u), ’i (u)) >0, (u, ’i (u)){0 for i=1, 2, ..., N and u{0,
(2.3)
such that for any u # 00 ,
(JQNu&’(u), ’1 ’2 } } } ’N(u)) {0; (2.4)
(JQNu, JQNu&’(u)) {0. (2.5)
Then Eq. (2.1) has at least one solution x satisfying
Px # 0 0 and &(I&P)x&XM.
Proof. We shall show that all conditions of Lemma 2.1 are satisfied.
For each fixed * # (0, 1), consider the auxiliary equation
Lx=*Nx, (2.6)
which is clearly equivalent to the system of equations
JQNx=0, (2.7)
(I&P)x=*KP(I&Q) Nx. (2.8)
Take 0=[x # X : Px # 00 , &(I&P)x&X<M], then 0 is a bounded open
subset in X with 0=[x # X : Px # 0 0 , &(I&P)x&X=M] _ [x # X :
Px # 00 , &(I&P)x&X<M] and ker L & 0=00 .
By assumption (I), we see immediately that whenever x # X solves
Eq. (2.8), then
&(I&P)x&X* &KP(I&Q) Nx&X*M<M,
which implies that Lx{*Nx for any x # 0 with &(I&P)x&X=M.
For x # 0 with Px # 00 and &(I&P)x&X<M, (2.2) yields JQNx{0
and hence Lx{*Nx. Therefore, the condition (i) of Lemma 2.1 holds.
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Now define Hi : ker L_[0, 1]  ker L (i=1, 2, ..., N ) by
Hi (u, +)=+usign(u, ’i (u))+(1&+) ’i (u), (u, +) # ker L_[0, 1].
It is clear that Hi is continuous and by (2.3), for u{0,
(u, Hi (u, +)) =+(u, u) sign(u, ’i (u)) +(1&+)(u, ’i (u)){0.
Therefore, for any bounded open subset 01 in ker L with 0 # 01 , we have
|degB(’i , 01 , 0)|=|degB(id, 01 , 0)|=1{0. (2.9)
and hence, according to the product formula of Brouwer degree, we find
degB(’1 ’2 } } } ’N , 01 , 0){0. (2.10)
Take u # 00 . Let
$1=sign(JQNu , JQNu &’(u ))
and
$2=sign(JQNu &’(u ), ’1 ’2 } } } ’N(u )) .
Then by (2.4), (2.5), and the connectedness of 00 , we have
sign(JQNu, JQNu&’(u))=$1{0, u # 00 ; (2.11)
sign(JQNu&’(u), ’1’2 } } } ’N(u))=$2{0, u # 00 . (2.12)
Define H (i): ker L_[0, 1]  ker L (i=1, 2) by
H (1) (u, +)=+JQNu+(1&+) $1 (JQNu&’(u));
H (2) (u, +)=+(JQNu&’(u))+(1&+) $2’1’2 } } } ’N(u).
Then by (2.4), (2.5), (2.11), and (2.12), it follows that for any + # [0, 1]
and u # 00 ,
(JQNu, H (1) (u, +))=+(JQNu, JQNu)
+(1&+) |(JQNu, JQNu&’(u)) |>0;
(JQNu&’(u), H (2) (u, +))=+(JQNu&’(u), JQNu&’(u))+(1&+)
_|(JQNu&’(u), ’1’2 } } } ’N (u)) |>0.
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Therefore, by (2.10) and the product formula of Brouwer degree, we obtain
degB (JQN, 00 , 0)=degB ($1 (JQNu&’(u)), 00 , 0)
=$n1 degB (JQNu&’(u), 00 , 0)
=$n1 degB ($2’1’2 } } } ’N (u), 00 , 0)
=$n1$
n
2 degB(’1’2 } } } ’N (u), 00 , 0)
{0
where n=dim ker L, and hence condition (iii) of Lemma (2.1) is also
satisfied. By (2.2), we see that condition (ii) of Lemma 2.1 also holds. Thus,
by virtue of Lemma 2.1, Eq.(2.1) has at least one solution x in dom L & 0 .
Moreover, Px # 0 0 and &(I&P) x&XM. The proof is completed.
Remark 2.1. Instead of (2.3), we can assume that the following condi-
tion holds
(’i (u), ’i (u)) >0, (u, ’i (u)){0,
for i=1, 2, ..., N&1, and u{0;
(’N (u), ’N (u))>0, (u, ’N (u)) {0, for u # 00 .
In this case, Theorem 2.1 also holds.
Remark 2.2. From the proof of Theorem 2.1, it is easy to see that the
inner products ( } , } ) in Theorem 2.1 may be different. This makes the
calculation easy in practice.
Remark 2.3. The formulas in Theorem 2.1 have explicit geometric
interpretations. For example, since for fixed u # 00 , (v, v&’(u))=0,
v # ker L stands for a sphere with radius (12)(’(u), ’(u)) 12 and center at
(12)’(u), (JQNu, JQNu&’(u)) {0 means that the image of u # 00 under
the continuous mapping JQN: ker L  ker L does not lie in the sphere
(v, v&’(u))=0, v # ker L. Thus, instead of showing that (2.5) holds, we
can show that (JQNu&’(u), JQNu&’(u)) >(’(u), ’(u)) , for u # 00 .
3. PRELIMINARIES FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION
Let N be a positive integer and | } | denote the Euclidean norm in RN. Let
BC(R, RN) :=[. # C(R, RN): . is bounded on R],
&.&=sup
s # R
|.(s)|<.
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Then BC(R, RN) is a Banach space. Let
P (N )2? =[x # C(R, R
N) : x(t+2?)=x(t), \t # R].
Then P (N )2? /BC(R, R
N) is a closed subspace and hence a Banach space.
Suppose D=diag(B1 , B2 , ..., Br , 0N&2r, N&2r) is an (N_N ) matrix with
0N&2r, N&2r an (N&2r)_(N&2r) zero matrix and
Bj=\ 0&mj
mj
0 + ,
where mj (1 jr) are positive integers. Define the operator L: P(N )2?  P
(N )
2?
by
Lx(t)=x* (t)&Dx(t),
(3.1)
dom L=[x # P (N )2? : x* (t) exists and is continuous].
It is easy to know that
ker L=[x # P (N)2? : x(t)=e
Dta, a # RN]; (3.2)
Im L={x # P (N )2? : |
2?
0
eDT tx(t) dt=0= , (3.3)
where ‘‘T ’’ denotes the transpose and e} denotes the exponential of an
operator. Moreover, Im L is closed in P (N )2? and we have the direct sum
decomposition
P(N )2? =ker LIm L
which implies that
dim ker L=codim Im L=N<,
and thus L is a Fredholm mapping of index zero. Let P=Q : P(N )2?  P
(N )
2?
be the projections defined by
Px(t)=
1
2?
eDt |
2?
0
eDTsx(s) ds. (3.4)
Then we have
Im P=ker L, ker Q=Im L.
Let J: ker L  ker L be the identical operator.
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Lemma 3.1. Let K: Im L  dom L & ker P be the (unique) pseudo-inverse
of L associated to P, then K is a compact operator with &K&2?.
Proof. It is easy to know that for z # Im L,
Kz(t)=eDt |
t
0
eDTsz(s) ds&
1
2?
eDt |
2?
0
|
s
0
eDT{z({) d{ ds.
Since t0 e
DTsz(s) ds is 2?-periodic, it follows that
|Kz(t)|2? &z&, \t # R,
|Kz(t1)&Kz(t2)|(1+4?(m21+m
2
2+ } } } +m
2
r )
12) &z& |t1&t2 |,
\t1 , t2 # R,
and Lemma 4.1 is then a consequence of the ArzelaAscoli theorem. The
proof is completed.
It is easy to see that H: RN  ker L defined by
H(a)=eDta, for a # RN
is an isometrically isomorphism. In this paper, we identify a # RN with its
image H(a) # ker L, i.e., H(a)=a, a # RN.
Throughout the remainder of this paper, we need the following notation.
We always denote by A the matrix
A=\ 0&1
1
0+ .
Let m be a positive integer, for p # P (2)2? , we set
p(m) :=
1
2? |
2?
0
eAT(ms)p(s) ds. (3.5)
The mean value of E # P (1)2? will be denoted by
E :=
1
2? |
2?
0
E(s) ds. (3.6)
Let m, n be some positive integers and F # C(R2, R2). For any real number
\0, we set
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MF (\) :=
1
2? |
2?
0
eATsF(\ sin s, \ cos s) ds; (3.7)
MF (\, m, n) :=
1
2n? |
2n?
0
eAT(msn)F(\ sin s, \ cos s) ds, (3.8)
and whenever the asymptotic limits F(\, \)=limr, s  \F(r, s) exist, we
set
WF :=
1
2? _\
1 &1
1 1+ F(+, +)+\
&1 &1
1 &1+ F(+, &).
+\&1 1&1 &1+ F(&, &)+\
1 1
&1 1+ F(&, +)& ; (3.9)
WF (m, n): =
1
2? _|
?2
0
L(m, n)(s) ds F(+, +)+|
?
?2
L(m, n)(s) ds F(+, &)
+|
3?2
?
L(m, n)(s) ds F(&, &)+|
2?
3?2
L(m, n)(s) ds F(&, +)& ,
(3.10)
where the matrix value mapping L(m, n): R  R2_2 is defined by
L(m, n)(s)=
1
n
:
n&1
k=0
eAT(mn)(s+2k?). (3.11)
It is easy to know that for any positive integer m,
MF (\, m, m)=MF (\), and WF (m, m)=WF.
Finally, let X be a normed space, if G: X  RN is continuous and bounded,
we denote by MG the supremum of G, i.e.,
MG :=sup
x # X
|G(x)|. (3.12)
In what follows, the following simple lemma is needed.
Lemma 3.2. Let m, n be some positive integers and 0<r0<1. If F #
C(R2, R2) is bounded and the asymptotic limits F(\, \)=limr, s  \ F(r, s)
exist, then
lim
\  
MF (r\, m, n)=WF (m, n) (3.13)
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and
lim
\  
MF (r\)=WF (3.14)
uniformly for r in [r0 , 1].
Proof. Since MF (r\, m, m)=MF (r\) and WF (m, m)=W F, it suffices to
show that (3.13) holds.
It is not hard to know that
MF (r\, m, n)=
1
2? |
2?
0
L(m, n)(s) F(r\ sin s, r\ cos s) ds, (3.15)
where L(m, n) is defined by (3.11). Fixed =>0 (=<14). Let M0>0 be
large enough such that
|F(x, y)&F(+, +)|<=, for any x, yM0 .
Let \0=M0 (r0sin =)>0, then for any \\0 and r # [r0 , 1],
} |
?2
0
L(m, n)(s) F(r\ sin s, r\ cos s) ds&|
?2
0
L(m, n)(s) F(+, +) ds }
 } |
=
0
L(m, n)(s)[F(r\ sin s, r\ cos s)&F(+, +)] ds }
+ } |
?2&=
=
L(m, n)(s)[F(r\ sin s, r\ cos s)&F(+, +)] ds }
+ } |
?2
?2&=
L(m, n)(s)[F(r\ sin s, r\ cos s)&F(+, +)] ds }
4MF =+
?
2
==\4MF+?2+ =,
and hence,
lim
\   |
?2
0
L(m, n)(s) F(r\ sin s, r\ cos s) ds=|
?2
0
L(m, n)(s) F(+, +) ds
(3.16)
uniformly for r in [r0 , 1].
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A similar argument shows that
lim
\   |
?
?2
L(m, n)(s) F(r\ sin s, r\ cos s) ds=|
?
?2
L(m, n)(s) F(+, &) ds,
(3.17)
lim
\   |
3?2
?
L(m, n)(s) F(r\ sin s, r\ cos s) ds=|
3?2
?
L(m, n)(s) F(&, &) ds,
(3.18)
lim
\   |
2?
3?2
L(m, n)(s) F(r\ sin s, r\ cos s) ds=|
2?
3?2
L(m, n)(s) F(&, +) ds,
(3.19)
uniformly for r in [r0 , 1]. It follows from (3.15)(3.19) that
lim
\  
MF (r\, m, n)
=
1
2? _|
?2
0
L(m, n)(s) F(+, +) ds+|
?
?2
L(m, n)(s) F(+, &) ds
+|
3?2
?
L(m, n)(s) F(&, &) ds+|
2?
3?2
L(m, n)(s) F(&, +) ds]
uniformly for r in [r0 , 1], and this completes the proof.
4. SEMILINEAR EQUATIONS AT RESONANCE WHERE
THE KERNEL HAS DIMENSION TWO
Let m be a positive integer, in this section, we always assume that
B=\ 0&m
m
0 + .
At first, we consider the system of first-order differential equations
x* (t)=Bx(t)+F(x(t&{))+G(t, x(t+ } ))+ p(t) (4.1)
where { # R, x(t) # R2, p # P (2)2? , and F: R
2  R2, G: R_BC(R, R2)  R2 are
continuous and bounded.
Define the operator N: P (2)2?  P
(2)
2? by
Nx(t)=F(x(t&{))+G(t, x(t+ } ))+ p(t). (4.2)
Then N is continuous and takes bounded sets into bounded sets, and hence
N is L-completely continuous.
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Theorem 4.1. Assume that the asymptotic limits F(\, \)=
limr, s  \ F(r, s) exist. If
|WF|>MG+| p(m)|, (4.3)
then Eq. (4.1) has at least one 2?-periodic solution.
Proof. Let M=4?[MF+MG+&p&], then for any x # P (2)2? , &K(I&Q) Nx&
M, and hence condition (I) of Theorem 2.1 holds.
For \>0, take
00=[u # ker L : u=r\a, a # B1 (0)/R2, 0r<1].
Then 00 is a bounded open set in ker L and
00=[u # ker L : u=\a, a # B1 (0)/R2].
For x # P (2)2? with x(t) = \e
Bta + x (t), a = (a1 , a2) # B1 (0) / R2 and
x # Im L, &x &<M, it is not hard to verify that
JQNx=eBT{ \ a2&a1
a1
a2+ Y(\, a)+X(x)+ p(m), (4.4)
where
X(x)=
1
2? |
2?
0
eBTsG(s, x(s+ } )) ds, (4.5)
Y(\, a)=
1
2? |
2?
0
eBTsF \(\ sin ms, \ cos ms)+x \s& :m++ ds, (4.6)
and :=:(a) is defined by sin :=a1 , cos :=a2 .
By using the fact that &x &<M, a similar argument, used in the proof of
Lemma 3.2, shows that
lim
\  
Y(\, a)=
1
2? _|
?2
0 \
cos s
sin s
&sin s
cos s + F(+, +) ds
+|
?
?2 \
cos s
sin s
&sin s
cos s + F(+, &) ds
+|
3?2
? \
cos s
sin s
&sin s
cos s + F(&, &) ds
+|
2?
3?2 \
cos s
sin s
&sin s
cos s + F(&, +) ds]
=WF (4.7)
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uniformly for a in B1 (0)/R2 and x # Im L with &x &<M. Therefore, (4.3),
(4.4), (4.5), and (4.7) imply that for \ sufficiently large,
|JQNx||Y(\, a)|&MG&| p(m)|>0, (4.8)
which yields that condition (II) of Theorem 2.1 also holds.
Define ’: 0 0  ker L by
’(u)=X(u)+ p(m), u=r\a, a # B1 (0), 0r1,
where
X(u)=
1
2? |
2?
0
eBTsG(s, r\eB(s+ } )a) ds.
Then it is easy to see that ’ is continuous.
For u=\a # 00 with a=(a1 , a2) # B1 (0), we find
JQNu&’(u)=
1
2?
eBT{ |
2?
0
eBTsF(\eBsa) ds
=eBT{ \ a2&a1
a1
a2+ M F (\), (4.9)
where MF(\) is defined by (3.7).
By (4.3) and Lemma 3.2, for \ sufficiently large, we have
|MF(\)|>MG+| p(m)|0, (4.10)
and hence (4.9) implies that
JQNu&’(u)=eBT{ \ M
F
2(\)
&M F1(\)
M F1(\)
M F2(\)+\
a1
a2+
=|MF(\)|eBT({&;m)a, (4.11)
where MF(\)=(M F1(\), M
F
2(\)) and ;=;(\) ( |;|?) defined by
sin ;=M F1(\)|M
F(\)|, cos ;=M F2(\)|M
F(\)|.
Let \>0 be large enough such that (4.8) and (4.10) hold. Let N1 be a
positive integer such that
} {&;mN1 }<
?
2m
.
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Define ’i : ker L  ker L (i=1, 2, ..., N1) by
’i (u)=eB
T#u, #=
{&;m
N1
.
Clearly, (2.3) holds and ’1 ’2 } } } ’N(u)=eB
T({&;m)u. For u=\a with
a # B1 (0), it follows from (4.10) and (4.11) that
(JQNu&’(u), ’1 ’2 } } } ’N1 (u))=\ |M
F(\)| aTeB({&;m)eBT({&;m)a
=\ |MF(\)|>0;
(JQNu, JQNu&’(u)) =|MF(\)| 2+|MF(\)| (’(\a), eBT({&;m)a)
|MF(\)| [ |MF(\)|&|’(\a)|]
|MF(\)| [ |MF(\)|&MG&| p(m)|]>0.
Thus, (2.4) and (2.5) hold. By virtue of Theorem 2.1, Eq. (4.1) has at least
one 2?-periodic solution and the proof is completed.
Corollary 4.1. Assume that the asymptotic limits F(\, \) =
limr, s  \ F(r, s) exist. If
|WF|>| p(m)| (4.12)
holds, then there is a 2?-periodic solution to the system of first-order
differential equations
x* (t)=Bx(t)+F(x(t&{))+ p(t), (4.13)
where F, p as above.
Remark 4.1. If the asymptotic limits F(\, \)=limr, s  \ F(r, s)
exist, then it can be shown that
|WF |=
1
2? }\
1 &1
1 1+ F(&, &)+\
&1 &1
1 &1+ F(&, +).
+\&1 1&1 &1+ F(+, +)+\
1 1
&1 1+ F(+, &) }
=
1
2? }\
1 &1
1 1+ F(+, &)+\
&1 &1
1 &1+ F(&, &)
+\&1 1&1 &1+ F(&, +)+\
1 1
&1 1+ F(+, +) }
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=
1
2? }\
1 &1
1 1+ F(&, +)+\
&1 &1
1 &1+ F(+, +)
+\&1 1&1 &1+ F(+, &)+\
1 1
&1 1+ F(&, &) } .
Remark 4.2. With our notations for m=1 and {=0, Nagle and
Sinkala [10] have proved that if the asymptotic limits F(\, \)=
limr, s  \ F(r, s) exist and either
WF1 >| p |, or W
F
2 >| p | (4.14)
holds, where WF=(W F1 , W
F
2 ) and
p =
1
2? |
2?
0 \
cos t
sin t
&sin t
cos t +\
p1 (t)
p2 (t)+ dt, (4.15)
then Eq. (4.13) has at least one 2?-periodic solution.
Comparing (4.14) with (4.12), we can see that Corollary 4.1, and hence
Theorem 4.1 are sharp extensions to the above result obtained in [10].
Furthermore, (4.12) has an explicit geometric meaning, that is, whenever
the image p(m) of p # P (2)2? under the projection P is inside the circle
S=[u # ker L: &u&=|WF|], then Eq. (4.13) has at least one 2?-periodic
solution.
Example 4.1. Consider the system
{x$1=x2+arctan x1+
1
2 arctan x2+ p1 (t)
x$2=&x1+ 12 arctan x2+ p2 (t).
(4.16)
where p1 and p2 are continuous, 2?-periodic functions. In this example,
F1 (x1 , x2)=arctan x1+ 12 arctan x2 ,
F2 (x1 , x2)= 12 arctan x2 ,
and a straightforward computation shows that
WF=
1
2? \
?
3?+ .
Thus, by Corollary 4.1, (4.16) has a 2?-periodic solution provided
| p |<- 102, here p is defined by (4.15). However, (4.14) becomes 12>| p |
and 32>| p |. Hence, for 32| p |<- 102, we get no information as to
the existence of 2?-periodic solution from the condition (4.14).
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Example 4.2. Consider the system
{x$1=x2&arctan x1&
1
2 arctan x2+ p1 (t)
x$2=&x1& 12 arctan x2+ p2 (t).
(4.17)
where p1 and p2 are continuous, 2?-periodic functions. In this example,
F1 (x1 , x2)=&arctan x1& 12 arctan x2 ,
F2 (x1 , x2)=&12 arctan x2 .
As before, we can show that
WF=
1
2? \
&?
&3?+ .
Hence, (4.14) becomes &12>| p | and &
3
2>| p |, here p defined by (4.15),
and so we get no information as to the existence of 2?-periodic solutions
from condition (4.14). However, Corollary 4.1 implies that (4.17) has at
least one 2?-periodic solution provided | p |<- 102.
Example 4.3. Consider the system
{x$1=x2&arctan x1&sin x1+ p1 (t)x$2=&x1&arctan x2+cos x1+ p2 (t). (4.18)
where p1 and p2 are continuous, 2?-periodic functions. In this example, we
set
F1 (x1 , x2)=&arctan x1 , F2 (x1 , x2)=&arctan x2 ,
G(t, .)=(&sin .1 (0), cos .2 (0)), t # R, . # BC(R, R2).
A straightforward computation shows that
WF=\ 0&2+ , MG=1.
Thus, Theorem 4.1 implies that (4.18) has at least one 2?-periodic solution
provided | p |<1, here p defined by (4.15).
Remark 4.3. Consider the Duffing equation with a deviating argument
x (t)+m2x(t)+ g(x(t&{))=E(t) (4.19)
where x(t) # R, m a positive integer, { # R, g is a bounded continuous func-
tion and E is a continuous, 2?-periodic function.
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The following theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.1.
Theorem 4.2. Assume that the asymptotic limits g(\)=limx  \ g(x)
exist. If
| g(+)& g(&)|>? |E | (4.20)
holds, where
E =
1
2? |
2?
0
E(t) \cos mtsin mt+ dt, (4.21)
then Eq. (4.19) has at least one 2?-periodic solution.
The following theorem shows that inequality (4.20) is sharp.
Theorem 4.3. Assume that M=supx # R | f (x)|<, | g(x)|<M, for all
x # R and limx  + g(x)=&limx  & g(x), moreover, either
|
2?
0
E(t) sin mt dt=0 (4.22)
or
|
2?
0
E(t) cos mt dt=0 (4.23)
holds. Then Eq. (4.19) has a 2?-periodic solution if and only if
|E |<
2M
?
. (4.24)
Remark. 4.4. Our abstract theorem obtained in Section 2 may be
applied to some semilinear equations at resonance where the kernel has
three dimension.
Consider the system of first-order differential equations
{x* (t)=Bx(t)+F(x(t&{1))+G(t, x(t+ } ), y(t+ } ))+ p(t)y* (t)= f ( y(t&{2))+ g(t, x(t+ } ), y(t+ } ))+E(t). (4.25)
where {1 , {2 # R, x(t) # R2, y(t) # R, p # P (2)2? , E # P
(1)
2? , F # C(R
2, R2), and
f # C(R, R) are bounded, and
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G: R_BC(R, R2)_BC(R, R)  R2,
g: R_BC(R, R2)_BC(R, R)  R
are continuous, bounded, and 2?-periodic with respect to the first variable t.
By making judicious choices for 00 in Theorem 4.1, we may prove the
following theorem and we will leave the details to the reader.
Theorem 4.4. Assume that the asymptotic limits F(\, \)=limr, s  \
F(r, s) and f (\)=limr  \ f (r) exist. If
f (+) f (&)<0, (4.26)
|WF|> 12 (MG+| p(m)| )+
1
2 [(MG+| p(m)| )
2+(Mg+|E | )2]12, (4.27)
and
| f (\)|> 12 (Mg+|E | )+
1
2 [(MG+| p(m)| )
2+(Mg+|E | )2]12 (4.28)
hold, then Eq. (4.25) has at least one 2?-periodic solution.
5. EXTENSIONS
Finally, we remark that the results obtained in the previous sections may
be extended to some semilinear equations where the kernel of the linear
part has dimension N, here N2 is an arbitrary positive integer.
As an example, we consider the system of first-order diferential equations
of mixed type
x* j (t)=Bxj (t)+Fj (xj (t&{j))+Gj (t, x(t+ } ))+ pj (t), j=1, 2, ..., n, (5.1)
where {j # R, xj (t) # R2, x(t+ } ): R  R2n is defined by x(t+ } )(s)=
(x1 (t+s), x2 (t+s), ..., xn (t+s)), pj # P (2)2? , Fj # C(R
2, R2) are bounded, and
G: R_BC(R, R2n)  R2 is continuous, bounded, and 2?-periodic with
respect to the first variable t, and
B=\ 0&m
m
0 +
with m some positive integer.
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Theorem 5.1. Assume that the asymptotic limits
Fj (\, \)= lim
r, s  \
Fj (r, s), j=1, 2, ..., n
exist. If
|WFj |> 12 (MGj+| pj (m)| )+
1
2 _ :
n
k=1
(MGk+| pk (m)| )
2&
12
, j=1, 2, ..., n
hold, then Eq. (5.1) has at least one 2?-periodic solution.
The proof of the above theorem is similar to that of Theorem 4.4 and will
be omitted. The following corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.1.
Corollary 5.1. Assume that the asymptotic limits
Fj (\, \)= lim
r, s  \
Fj (r, s), j=1, 2, ..., n
exist. If
|WFj|> 12MGj+
1
2\ :
n
k=1
M 2Gk+
12
+\ :
n
k=1
| pk (m)| 2+
12
, j=1, 2, ..., n
hold, then Eq. (5.1) has at least one 2?-periodic solution.
Example 5.1. Consider the system
x$1=x2+x1 (1+x21)+arctan x3+ p1 (t)
x$2=&x1+3 arctan x2+ 12 arctan x4+ p2 (t)
{x$3=x4+x3e&x23+- 2 sin x5+ p3 (t) (5.2)x$4=&x3&- 6 arctan x4+- 2 cos x5+ p4 (t)x$5=x6+arctan x1&2 arctan x5+ p5 (t)
x$6=&x5+ 12 arctan x2&2 arctan x6+ p6 (t).
where pj ( j=1, 2, ..., 6) are continuous, 2?-periodic functions. In this
example, we set
F1 (x1 , x2)=\x1 (1+x
2
1)
3 arctan x2+ , G1 (t, ,)=\
arctan ,3 (0)
1
2 arctan ,4 (0)+ ,
F2 (x3 , x4)=\ x3e
&x23
&- 6 arctan x4+ , G2 (t, ,)=\
- 2 sin ,5 (0)
- 2 cos ,5 (0)+ ,
F3 (x5 , x6)=\&2 arctan x5&2 arctan x6+ , G3 (t, ,)=\
arctan ,1 (0)
1
2 arctan ,2 (0)+ .
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where , # BC(R, R6). A straightforward computation shows that
WF1=\03+, WF2=\
0
&- 5+ , WF3=\
0
&4+ ,
MG1=
- 5?
4
, MG2=- 2, MG3=
- 5?
4
.
It is easy to know that
|WF3|& 12 MG3&
1
2 [M
2
G1
+M 2G2+M
2
G3
]12
>|WF1|& 12 MG1&
1
2 [M
2
G1
+M 2G2+M
2
G3
]12
>|WF2|& 12 MG2&
1
2 [M
2
G1
+M 2G2+M
2
G3
]12
=- 6&
- 2
2
&
1
4 - 2
- 5?2+32>0,
by Corollay 5.1, Eq. (5.2) has at least one 2?-periodic solution provided
- |c1 | 2+|c2 | 2+|c3 | 2<- 6&
- 2
2
&
1
4 - 2
- 5?2+32,
where
c1=
1
2? |
2?
0 \
cos s
sin s
&sin s
cos s +\
p1 (s)
p2 (s)+ ds,
c2=
1
2? |
2?
0 \
cos s
sin s
sin s
cos s+\
p3 (s)
p4 (s)+ ds,
c3=
1
2? |
2?
0 \
cos s
sin s
&sin s
cos s +\
p5 (s)
p6 (s)+ ds.
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